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Which language: MML

Major Languages:
- French
- German
- Italian
- Portuguese
- Russian
- Spanish

‘Introduction to’:
- Catalan
- Dutch
- Modern Greek
- Portuguese
- Polish
- Ukrainian
Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies

Major Languages:
- Chinese
- Japanese
- Arabic
- Persian
- Hebrew

Other languages:
- Hindi
- Korean
- Sanskrit
- Aramaic
- Akkadian
- Phoenician
- Ugaritic
Facilities at Cambridge

College:
Teaching and support
Library

Faculty:
Language lab
MML library

University
University Library
Language Centre
MML Tripos
4 anni

Part I A: Option A – Ab initio
       Option B Post A level

Part IB: ex Option A
       ex Option B

Year Abroad (Part II)

Part II
Part I A: Option A – Ab initio
   Option B Post A level
Part IB: ex Option A
   ex Option B

ITB1 paper + Oral B
MML Tripos

Italiano + Francese
Spagnolo
Tedesco
Russo
Portoghese
Classics
History
AMES
Linguistica
Part IA - Italiano

Beginners:
ITA1-2 Use of Language + Oral A
ITA3 Introduction to Italian Literature, Linguistics, Film and Thought

La Divina Commedia

Giotto’s Frescos in the Cappella degli Scrovegni

Il principe

Se questo è un uomo

Il sorpasso

Italian linguistics
Part IA - Italiano

Post- A level
ITB1 Use of Language + Oral B

ITA3 Introduction to Italian Literature, Linguistics, Film and Thought
  *La Divina Commedia*

*Giotto’s Frescos in the Cappella degli Scrovegni*

*Il principe*

*Se questo è un uomo*

*Il sorpasso*

Italian linguistics
Part IB - Italiano

ITB1 ex ab-initio
ITB2 ex ab-initio (traduzione)
Oral B

ITB3 ex Post-A level
ITAV ex Post-A level

corsi a scelta tra:

It.2: Structures and Varieties of Italian
It.3: Italian Cinema
It.4: Autobiography and Self-Representation in Italian Culture
It.5: Italian Identities: Place, Language and Culture
The Year Abroad

Iona teaching English in NICARAGUA

Falls in Llanos de Cortes, COSTA RICA

The Rathaus in BERLIN

BBQ in the park

VENICE

Funkhaus, in BERLIN, where Jess performed a concert with her choir

Cocktails on a péniche (houseboat converted into a bar) on the Rhône

LYON at night

VENICE

Cocktails on a péniche (houseboat converted into a bar) on the Rhône

BBQ in the park

VENICE

Funkhaus, in BERLIN, where Jess performed a concert with her choir

Cocktails on a péniche (houseboat converted into a bar) on the Rhône

LYON at night

VENICE
YEAR ABROAD

Opportunità di:
studio con Erasmus partners: Milano, Pavia, Padova, Venezia, Bologna, Genova, Pisa (Normale), Firenze, Siena, Roma (Sapienza)

lavoro

insegnamento British Council

Erasmus study or work placement

Academic requirements
YEAR ABROAD

- benefici unici della laurea in ML
- transferable skills
- employability
Part II - Italian

Oral C
ITC1
ITC2
corsi a scelta tra:
It. 6 Modern Italian Culture
It. 7 Dante and the Culture of his Age.
It. 8 Italian Culture, from 1500 to 1650.
It. 9 Text and Image
It. 10 The Language of Italy
MML+History

• http://www.mml.cam.ac.uk/applying/courses/history-modern-languages
Applying to MML

http://www.mml.cam.ac.uk/applying/key-facts